
The Workflows
Recipe Book

~ NONPROFIT AUTOMATION ~

Automated engagement
templates to help you save
time and build better
supporter relationships. 



Trigger: A specific action, date, or set of criteria that will set your automated workflow in
motion.
Targets: Filtering criteria that will ensure your actions only impact the constituent records
you specify.
Actions: The actions that you want your workflow to automate. The workflow can update
data, create activities or notes, send emails, manage constituents, and more!

Welcome to the workflows recipe book! We’ve put together our best strategies for connecting
with all of your supporters — all in quick and easy pre-made recipes that you can start using
right away.

For each recipe, you’ll see 3 simple ingredients:

We’ve also included descriptions, recipe notes, and tips so you can adjust each workflow to your
needs and get more out of it.

The recipes in this book cover a range of actions and types of supporter engagement, but they
all focus around three areas: Admin, Communications, and Prospects.

Admin is first up. Let’s get cooking!

How to use this book
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Trigger Targets Actions



04 Account Data Maintenance

05 Add an Account Note

06 Email Reports to System Users

07 Add Individuals to Volunteer Projects

Admin Tasks
Section 1:
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If/Then Branch: Above $100
Update Account Field:  "Giving Level" to "Hero" if YES, to

"Patron" if NO

Account Data Maintenance
ADMIN TASKS

Workflows are a great option for ongoing data maintenance
and updates. Instead of setting aside time for periodic bulk
data entry, you can instead build a workflow to take care of
those actions for you.

Workflows allow you to add, remove, or update account
data — for both standard and custom fields.

In the example here, we’ll focus on donation levels. Let’s say
you have two giving levels at your organization:
Patron and Hero.

You are tracking this in a custom field called “Giving Level”
on the account page. Instead of updating this manually each
month, create one workflow to automatically assign giving
levels after every new donation.

Donation Created

Account Type: Individual or Organization
Donation Date: is Known

Add additional if/then branches to create more Giving Levels.
If appropriate with your other communications, you could create
an additional email or task to engage the donor about their new
giving level.

Recipe Notes: 
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Add Account Note: "Summer Volunteer"

Add an Account Note
ADMIN TASKS

Notes in Neon CRM help us keep track of personal
interactions we have with supporters. We use them to
jot down a few notes about a call, or keep track of things
others should keep in mind during their next interaction.

But taking notes can be time-consuming. Workflows can
automatically create a note based on some account
actions, so you can focus on your supporters — and not
documentation.

Maybe you have a large amount of volunteers during a
time of the year (for an event, or ongoing project), and
you want to document which accounts have signed up to
help out for easy reference later on. A workflow can help
with that!

Volunteer Project Start Date after XYZ

Account Type: Individual

Consider creating if/then branches for more specified notes.
Recipe Notes: 
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Email Report

Email Reports to System Users
ADMIN TASKS

Dashboards and reports make it easy for us to quickly get
insights about our nonprofit’s performance. And some of
those reports are so valuable, we want to run them after we
wrap up campaigns or events.

Those insights can be hard to share for some of your key
stakeholders that may not be using your CRM every day —
like your executive director or board members.

You can create a workflow to automate an internal email to
system users, and easily share things like reports.

Campaign OR Event End Date:  after XYZ

All accounts that donated to X campaign

You can also send reports on a specific date, start of the fiscal year,
or another trigger.

Recipe Notes: 
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Add to Volunteer Group/Project

Add Individuals to Volunteer
Projects

ADMIN TASKS

For some of our most pressing volunteer needs, we want all
the help we can get.

While Neon CRM gives you the power to review volunteer
applications before assigning to a project, you may not have
the time or desire to do it. In these cases, a workflow can
automate the process and directly assign volunteers to
projects.

Not only will you save time, but you’ll be able to get your
volunteers in action faster and more efficiently than ever
before!

Volunteer Application Received

All Volunteer Applications

Add targeting to filter out specific volunteer projects if you have
several groups or don’t want all applications to be added
automatically.
 If you want to review certain applications, you could also create
an activity to review before adding to a project.

Recipe Notes: 



09 Create Personas for Better Segmentation

10 Member Renewal Email Campaign

11 Lapsed Donor Re-Engagement Campaign

12 Pledge of Event Reminder Date

13 New Supporter Welcome Email Series
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Communications
Section 2:
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Update Account Data: 
Update Persona (Custom Field) to Prospective Donor

Create Personas for Better
Segmentation

COMMUNICATIONS

Want to start building more personalized relationships, but
not sure where to start?

Personas are reliable and realistic representations of your
key audience segments — so you can create strategies to
better engage each type of supporter.

While your organization’s key segments will differ
depending on your needs, there are some basic segments
you will probably want to differentiate between (i.e. donors
vs. prospective donors).

In the example below, this workflow will assign “prospective
donor” persona to anyone who has not donated but has
engaged with the organization in some meaningful way.

Conditional: 
First Donation Date is Blank

Event Registration Date is Not Blank

(N/A)

Alter criteria to create segments that are right for your
organization.
Create if/then branches to assign many personas in one workflow.

Recipe Notes: 
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Send External Email:
Renewal Reminder

Member Renewal Email Campaign
COMMUNICATIONS

If you have a yearly membership setup at your organization,
you probably find yourself needing to engage members
before their membership runs out.

Instead of creating a list of members who haven’t renewed
each year or month, you can create one workflow to
automatically send renewal reminders and engagements
before they lapse.

Membership Expiration Date:  30 Days Before

All Members

Use targets to filter by kind, level, or length of memberships and
create different engagements for each.
Create additional emails for a longer, automated engagement
campaign.

Recipe Notes: 
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Time Delay: 48 Weeks
Send External Email

Lapsed Donor Re-Engagement
Campaign

COMMUNICATIONS

You set up the campaign, targeted the right donors, sent
the appeal, and successfully received a donation. Now, it’s
your job to make sure you keep that donation in future
years.

To easily keep donors engaged, you can make a workflow
that will trigger a re-engagement campaign to donors 
who have not donated for a certain amount of time since
their last donation. This is a foolproof way to keep donors
engaged and prevent them from lapsing.

Last Donation Date:  1 Day After

All Donors

Alter the time delay to increase or decrease the length of the re-
engagement campaign.
Use targets to specify certain donors if necessary.
Add more emails for a longer campaign.

Recipe Notes: 
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External Email: Reminder
Delay:  6 Days

External Email: Final Reminder

Pledge or Event Reminder Date
COMMUNICATIONS

When someone pledges to donate or registers for an event,
they’re committing to making an investment in your
mission. But sometimes life gets in the way, and we need to
nudge these supporters and remind them of their 
 commitment.

The things is, those reminders can take up a lot of time —
especially if you’re pulling registration lists manually or
balancing lots of pledges. This simple workflow can take
care of that for you by automating reminders.

Pledge Due Date or Event Date: 7 Days Before

All Pledges/Event Registration

Use date-based communications workflows to create workflows
around constituent birthdays or other standalone dates.
Alter delay times and trigger date to change campaign timeframe

Recipe Notes: 
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External Email
Delay:  7 Days

External Email

New Supporter Welcome Email
Series

COMMUNICATIONS

Congrats, you’ve got a new supporter! Whether that new
person has signed up for your newsletter, attended an
event, or even donated for the first time, you want to give
them a warm welcome.

You can create a workflow-based trigger email campaign
that will give them an overview of your organization,
your story, your team, and other opportunities to get
involved with your organization.

Account Created

All Accounts

You may want to create program-specific welcome campaigns for
events and peer-to-peer campaigns, since these supporters may
want to learn more specific information.

Recipe Notes: 
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15 Assign Prospects for Initial Engagement

16 Automate Prospect Status Updates

Prospects
Section 3:
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Assign Prospect

Assign Prospects for Initial
Engagement

PROSPECTS

When a new prospect comes into your organization, you
want to engage them as soon as possible.

A workflow can help streamline that process by
automatically assigning prospects to your staff for initial
engagement — so they can focus on building a relationship
with them.

Account Created

All AccountsUse if/then branches to assign to different users based on wealth
screening data, past activity, organization vs. individual account,
etc.

Recipe Notes: 
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Update Account Data:
Update Prospect Status to Closed Won

Automate Prospect Status Updates
PROSPECTS

Engaging prospects is a detailed process — scheduling
touchpoints, crafting personal emails, moving
prospective donors down the pipeline, and tracking it all
in your CRM.

With workflows, you can create custom rules that will
automatically update prospect status. It’s a simple way to
cut down on manual data entry and focus more on
engaging your prospects effectively.

In the example below, the workflow will scan the system
and update an outdated prospect status for anyone who
has already donated.

Conditional:
Prospect Status in range of Not Started, In Progress

Last Donation Date is after XYZ

(N/A)

You can also consider prospect engagements with a sequential
email or trigger email campaign, based on prospect activity.

Recipe Notes: 
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Discover how Neon One can
help your nonprofit build
relationships, engage
supporters, and raise more

About Neon One
At Neon One we believe that the modern approach to nonprofit
management is simple - it's connected. And that's why we've
created an ecosystem of software and services that make it easier
for nonprofits to connect to what matters most to them - building
meaningful relationships with the constituents and supporters
they serve. We've worked for and with thousands of nonprofits for 
 decades to transform how their missions are supported with
software and services built for results. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT NEON ONE

http://neonone.com/
http://neonone.com/

